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Biography  

As a well known and respected keynote speaker, workshop host, and global 
Education Consultant, Craig is a leader in the field of ICT and EdTech. 
 
Craig is well known for his dedication to education through Social Media, with 
over 44,000 followers on Twitter. He is an Apple Professional Learning 

Specialist, Apple Teacher, Google Certified Educator (Level 1&2), Google Certified Innovator, 
Common Sense Certified Educator, SeeSaw Ambassador and has a Bachelor of Teaching and 
Learning and a Post Graduate Diploma in Educational Leadership and Administration. 
 

Workshop Description 

Workshop Title: The Changing Face of Education - fuelling minds for future focussed learning  

Children are growing up in an increasingly technological world. Think back to how much has 
changed in the last 10 months, let alone the last 10 years and we can not possibly imagine what life 
will be like for our children by the time they leave school. Technology is an ever-growing part of their 
lives (our ours) and it is important that it is utilised as a natural part of their learning. In this workshop, 
Craig will talk about his experience using technology as a tool to engage students in learning and 
connect them with the world. He will share case studies from schools across the globe, data from 
global studies to give punchy reasons WHY we need to grow, change and adapt and give practical 
tips and advice on how to support effective technology integration in your school to create a positive 
and engaging learning environment in what is the fastest changing environment the world has ever 
seen. The fourth industrial revolution starts here!!! 
 
Takeaways for audience: 
- The critical importance of knowing your WHY 
- Data from around the world that showcases the need to change, flourish and grow as educators   
- Fourth industrial revolution facts for educators backed up by world economic forums growing skills 
list for 2025 learners  
- How any teacher can change and adapt in their school 
Confidence for Teachers and leaders that it is not hard and practical tips on where to start. 
 


